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you do not attend class, complete these tasks on your own.

IN-CIASS TASK #1: SECOND READ
148 - 152 (& 154-156)

'
.
'

of "Indian Education" -

pdges

Follow along as your teacher reads the selection on pages 148-L52 out loud
or read it aloud with a partner. Focus on How? How does the organization
af the text afectthe way the reader experiences the author's memories?
Annotafe the text by noting the lessons that Victor learns.
Circle unfamiliar words and/or write in guesses for the meanings of new
words based upon their usage.

IN-CIASS TASK

#2: Focus on Main Ideas - pag€s 154-156

Complete the task per the instructions in the book.

IN-CLASS TASK #3: Speak and Listen - page 156
Discuss your responses to the questions with the group and/or your teacher.

IN-CIASS TASK #4: Write

- page 156

Theme is the message or takeaway from a story. Follow the instructions in the book
to write several paragraphs about the theme of the piece. Do this writing in your
Response fournal. Label it "Week Z/Task #4: Writing About Theme."
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AT-HOME TASK #1: THIRD READ of "Indian Education"
t4B - 152 (& 157 - 158)

.
.
'

- prges

Read questions L &2 atthe top of page 157.
Read the selection on pages t48-L52 for the third time.
Annotate the text as you read by underlining details that reveal Victor's
changing attitude.

AT'HOME TASK #2: Focus on How Tone communicates Themepages 157-158
Read about the element of tone in the box on p.157 . Complete the activity per the
instructions in the book.

AT-HOME TASK #3: Write - page 158
Complete the writing task per the instructions in the book. Do this writing in your
Response fournal. Label it "Week 2/Task #3: Writing About Tone."
AT-HOME TASK #4: Connect To Testing

- page 159

Try answering the question on your own before reading ahead to the explanation.

AT-HOME TASK #5: The American Indian Experience (Essay)
page 161

.
'
'
'
'
.

-

Read from the top to the bottom of page 161.
Use the Graphic Organizer pictured on page

I6L to organize your conclusions
and gather details from the text in support of your conclusions.
You must support your claims with direct references to andfor quotations
from the text.
Use the included Analytical Essay Graphic Organizer to organize your ideas
and paragraphs.
The final essay should be double-spaced and handwritten on lined paper or
typed on the computer fsize 12 font with ].-inch margins all aroundJ.
Your teacher will give you the timetable for due dates.
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AT-HOME TASK

#6:

LEARN THE VOCABULARY FROM CHAPTER 13

Complete an BxB Vocabulary Square* in your Vocabulary fournal for each word
from the list (see Week 1 for definitions]:

reservation, horn-rimmed, outstretched, symmetrical, anorexia, bul i mia,
valedictorian, stoic
*Directions for how to complete a Vocabulary Study Square are found on the inside cover of
your Vocabulary fournal {flip side ofyour Response fournalJ

AT-HOME TASK

#7: PREVIEW VOCABULARY for

CHAPTER 14

Preview the following words that appear in the reading. Locate and circle them in
the text as you read.

nomadic: known for roaming from place to place frequently
In the higher regions, the nomadic tribes follow their flocks of sheep.
envisionedt pictured or thought of in a person's mfnd
The teenager envisioned passing his driver's license test with a perfect score.
ancestral: relating to one's ancestors or family members who came before
Some people are lucky enough to visit their ancestral homeland.

makeshift: temporaty or crude
We stayed in a makeshift shelter after the tornado destroyed our house.
dwelling: a shelter ar house in which people live
The dwellings of Native Americans were often made of animal hides, tree bark, and
sticks of wood.
encompassing: rncluding in the surcounding area
The ancient village is known for its high wall encompassing the area in which
everyone lived.

allotted: assigned as a share
We are only allotted one parking space at our apartment complex.
reluctantlyz with hesitatian or unwilling ness
She reluctantly went on stage when her name was called, even though she hates
being in front of a crowd.
exile.' the candition of being forced to leave one's home or country to live elsewhere
The spy went into exile in Russia to avoid being captured by the U.S. government.
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retributio n: punishment for doing samething wrong

The criminal believed that the murder was justified as retribution for the attack on
his family.

decimated: destroyed in great number
The oil spill in the ocean decimated thousands of fish and marine mammals.
campaign: a series of military battles or attacks with a goal
The army began its campaign with a series of attacks on enemy troops.

AT-HOME TASK #8: FIRST READ
- pirg€s L63-I66

.

Read the selections on pages

of "I WiU Fight No More Forever"

t63-L66forthe firsttime. Focus anWhat?

What da I understand? What isnt explained by the text?

.

Annotafethetextasyou read.

.

Circle unfamiliarwords.

AT-HOME TASK #9: FIRST RESPONSE - page 166

Follow the instructions for writing a response to the reading. Write this response in
your Response fournal. Label it "Week Z/Task#9: First Response."

AT-HOME TASK #10: FIRST RESPONSE - page L67
Complete the task per the instructions in the book.

nalytical Essay Granhic

n

INTRODUCTION PARAGRAPH
Write a "Hooko'(a sentence to draw readers into your essay-make them interested!):

Introduce the topic: (provide readers with 2-3 sentences of background information on the topic)

Write your THESIS (Answer: what is life like for American Indians?):

Y PARAGRAPH

Topic Sentence (introduce your I't idea)

[Yellow]

(specific detail) transition*

[Red] (comment/explain)

[Red] (comment/explain)

[Yellow]

(another detait

[Red] (comment/explain)

) ransition*

tRedl (comment/explain)

Concluding Sentence (sum up this idea)

PARAGRAPH

Topic Sentence (introduce your

[Yellow] (specific

2'd idea)

detail) transition*

[Red] (comment/explain)

[Red]

(comm ent/explain)

[Yellow] (another detail ) ransirion+

[Red] (commenVexplain)

[Red]

(comment/explain )

Concluding Sentence (sum up this idea)

Y PARAGRAPH

Topic Sentence (introduce your

3'd idea)

[Yellow] (specific detail) transition*

[Red] (comment/explain)

[Red] (comment/explain)

fYellow]

(another detail ) nansition*

[Red] (commenVexplain)

[Red] (comment/explain)

Concluding Sentence (sum up this idea)

CONCLUSION PARAGRAPH (3-4 sentences)
Restate your THESTS from your rntroduction in slighily different words:

Say somefling new you've observed or discovered or learned about the topic through

Leave the reader with a "linished feeling,:

writing this essay:

